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                                         ABSTRACT
                                                         In  order  to  elucidate  the  molecular  mechanisms  of
                                                  globin gene expression during embryonic development, the
                                                  nuclear extracts  from mouse hematopoietic tissue at  dif-
                                                 ferent  stages of development have been prepared.  By  us-
                                                 ing DNase I footprinting and gel mobility shift assays,  the
                                                  binding of protein factors  in these extracts to  the  humanβ-
                                                  globin promoter was analyzed.  The differences in the bind-
                                                 ing  patterns  of  protein factors  during  development  were
                                                  observed.  An erythroid-specific and stage-specific nuclear
                                                  protein in the nuclear extract from d 18 mouse fetal liver
                                                 was identified, which can bind to  the sequence (from -66bp
                                                 to -90bp) of humanβ-globin promoter.  We therefore spec-
                                                 ulate  that  the function  of  this  cis-acting element  may  be
                                                  similar to stage selector element  (SSE ) in chickenβA - pro-
                                                  moter.

                                                 Key words: β-globin gene promoter, trans-acting fac-
                                                                          tor .

     INTRODUCTION5
           The human β-like globin genes (ε,  G γ,  Aγ,  δ  andβ) are expressed in a  temporal
      and tissue  specific  fashion.   Interaction  between  stage-specific  cis-acting  elements
      and  trans-acting factors is important in developmental  regulation.   However,  none
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     Trans-acting factors in mouse fetal liver

     of  the known nuclear regulatory  factors have been shown to influence the temporal
     specificity of human β-globin gene expression.
          deBoer et al  [1]  have  identified several  proteins  (  including  erythroid and non-
        erythroid  specific proteins )  which can  bind  to  the  important  regulatory sequences
     between the cap site and -200 bp of the human β-globin gene.  Although NF-E1, an
     erythroid specific protein,  can bind at  2 positions of  the upstream promoter (at the
    -200 region with high affinity and at the -1 20 region with low affinity), this protein is
     present throughout development and seems to serve a role in the general activation
    of erythroid-specific genes rather than in hemoglobin switching.
          It  is our aim to examine whether some stage-specific  elements exist  within the
     promoter region  (from  -1 12  to  +  20  bp)  of  human β-globin  gene.   In  the present
    study, we have identified a nuclear protein  from mouse fetal  liver at d  18  of  gesta-
    tion, showing an erythroid and developmental  specificity and binding to the human
   β-globin promoter at the region  from  -66  to  -90  bp.   Our data suggested that  this
     stage-specific trans-acting factor  is important in gene regulation during the process
   of development.

    M ATERIALS AND METHOD S
    1.  Preparation of nuclear extracts
            Nuclear  extracts were  prepared from K562  cells,   mouse  fetal  liver   ( d 10, d 18  of gestation  ),
     24 h  after  birth and adult  liver as described by Gorski et al[2].   The  nuclear  proteins were  analyzed,
     according to the method  of Laemmli [3].  

     2.  Gel mobility shift  assay
            Gel  mobility  shift   assays  were  carried  out  as  described  by Strauss  and   Varshavsky[4],   A  5’-
     labeled DNA  probe  (from -112 to  + 20 bp)  was used  .   Approximatel y 5 fmol of end-labeled  DNA
     were incubated  for  30  min  on  ice  with  2  to  6  µg  of  nuclear  extracts.   Poly  dI  poly dC (  1  µg)  was
     added  as a  non-specific competitor.   DNA-protein  complexes   were resolved  by 4%  non-denatur ing
     polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

    3.  DNase 1 footprinting assay
           A   DNA  probe  (from  -113  to +  20  bp)  was  labeled at  5’   -end with  T4  polynucleotide kinase.
     The  DNase 1 footprinting assay  was  performed according to the  conditions  described by Berg et al[5].

    RESULTS
    1.  Analysis of nuclear extracts by using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
         The nuclear extracts were prepared from mouse hematopoietic tissues at different
    stages of development and were resolved by electrophoresis with 1 2% polyacrylamide
   gel according to Laemmli[3].  In electrophoretic assay, we observed that a great num-
   ber of nuclear proteins from mouse liver at 3 different stages of development (d  10,
    and d 18 of gestation and 24  h after birth) was common.  However,  we could detect
    at  least  some  proteins  which were present only  at  d  18  of  gestation  (denoted by
    arrows in  Fig  1,  lane 3).    
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             Fig 1.  Analysis of nuclear extracts
                           (5 µg) by using PAG electro-
                          phoresis.    Lane  1,  Standard
                          (MW).  Lane  2,  Nuclear  ex-
                          tract  from d  10  mouse  fetal
                          liver.  Lane 3, Nuclear extract
                          from d  18  mouse  fetal  liver.
                          Lane 4, Nuclear extract from
                          mouse liver at 24 h after birth.

           2.  Analysis of protein factors binding  to the region (from -112 to + 20 bp)
               of human β-globin gene promoter
                 To investigate the regulatory  mechanism of switching of β-like globin genes, nu-
           clear extracts from mouse liver at different stages of development (d 10 and d 18 of
           gestation,  24 h after birth and adult ) were analyzed by gel mobility shift assays.
                 Our  data  repeatly  showed  that  only  one  major  shift  band  (band  A)  could  be
           detected at d  10 of  gestation  (Fig  2,  lanes  2 and  3).  However, 3  major  shift  bands
            ( A, B and C) could be observed at d 18 of gestation (Fig  3,  lanes 2- 4, Fig 2, lanes 4,
            5) .  It was of interest to note  that  the mobility shift band  (band C) was dramatically
            decreased at  24 h after birth (Fig 3, lanes 5 - 7).  We therefore suggested that a stage-
           specific factor may  exist  in the nuclear  extract  from d 18 mouse fetal  liver.   These
            trans-acting regulatory factors may be important  in developmental regulation.
                 We could  not detect  any  mobility  shift band in the nuclear  extract  from mouse
            brain  (Fig  2,  lanes 8 and 9).  This  result indicated  that 3 trans-acting factors  (shift
           bands  A,  B and C)  were all  erythroid-specific.  In  addition,  the binding pattern of
           protein factors  in adults  was significantly different from that of  other stages  (d  10
           and d  18 of  gestation and 24 h after birth).   In adult stage,  the amount of  3  shift
            bands  (A, B and  C) in mouse liver and spleen was decreased and some new bands
           were observed  (Fig  3,  lanes  8_11.  Fig  2,  lanes  6 and  7).   We  speculated that  these
            dramatic changes may be due  to the shift  of erythropoiesis site.
                 We have also prepared the nuclear extract from K562 cells (human erythroleukemia
            cell)  which normally  cannot  expressβ-globin gene.   In gel  mobility  shift assays,  2
           major  bands could  be detected,  which differed from those of mouse fetal  liver  at d
           18 of gestation  (Fig  4).   It  seems likely  that  the  major  activator  essential for  the
           expression ofβ-globin gene is deficient  in K562 cells.
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          Trans-acting factors  in  mouse  fetal liver

                                 

                             Fig  2.  Gel  mobility shift  assays． The probe (from -112 bp  to  + 20 bp) was 5,

                                          -end labeled.  Lane 1，Labeled fragment without nuclear extract．Lanes
                                         2  and  3，Labeled  fragment  with  2  µg  of  nuclear  extract  from  mouse
                                         fetal liver at d 10 of gestation．Lanes 4 and 5，Labeled fragment with 2
                                         µg of nuclear extract from mouse fetal liver at  d 18 of gestation．Lanes 6
                                         and 7，Labeled fragment with 2  µg of nuclear extract from aduIt mouse
                                         spleen.  Lanes 8 and  9, Labeled fragment with 2 µg  of nuclear  extract
                                         from  mouse brain.       

                        

             Fig 3·   Proteins  binding  to  the  region  (from  -112bp  to  +  20  bp)  of  the  human  β-globin
                           promoter by  using gel  mobility  shift  assays． The  probe (from  -112 bp  to +  20 bp)
                           was　5’ -end 　labeled．Lane  1，Labeled fragment without nuclear extract． Lanes  2，3
                           and 4，labeled fragment with  2，4 and  6  µg of  nuclear extract  from mouse  fetal liver
                           at  d 18  of gestation respectively．Lanes 5，6 and 7,  labeled fragment with  2，4 and 6
                          µg of nuclear extruct from mouse liver at 24 h after birth respectively．Lanes 8，9，10
                         and 11, labeled fragment  with  2，4，6  and  8  µg of  nuclear extract  from adult mouse
                           liver respectively.
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   Fig 4． Gel   mobility    shift    assays    of   the    region
                 (from   -112  bp   to  +  20  bp )  of  human β-
                 globin promoter with nuclear extracts from
                 mouse  fetal  liver  and  K562  cells． Lane 1，
                 Labeled  fragment  with  4  µg of  nuclear ex-
                 tract from mouse fetal liver at d 18 of ges-
                 tation．Lane  2，3 and 4，Labeled fragment
                 with 6，4 and 2  µg of nuclear extracts  from
                 K562  cells  respectively． Lane  5， Labeled
                 fragment  without nuclear extracts．

  3.  Identification of the protein binding site by DNase 1 footprinting analysis
       In order to  localize the  cis-acting element responsible for the binding of protein
  factors，DNase 1 footprinting assay was carried  out．We found that the hypersensi-
  tive site (HS) could be first revealed at d 10 of gestation even though the protected
  region could not be  detected  (Fig 5，lanes  4  and 5)． However，a  major  protected
  region (from -90 to -66 bp) was observed at  d 18 of gestation，and the HS also could
  be  detected  (Fig 5，lanes 6 and 7)． Interestingly，the HS and the protected region
  both  disappeared at  24  h  after birth  (Fig  5，lanes 8  and  9)．This  protected  region
  contained CAAT  box  region and  CAC  box  region． It  has  been  demonstrated that
  there were several binding sites within these regions[ 1 ]． However，no  stage-specific
  proteins  comparable  to  those in  the chicken system  have  so far been  identified in
  the  human β-globin gene  promoter． From our  data， we suggested that there was
  a  stage-specific factor  in  nuclear  extract  from  d 18  mouse fetal  liver，which could
  specifically bind to the region (from -66 to -90 bp) of the human β-globin   promoter.
        We considered that  the function of this cis-acting element may  be similar to SSE
   (stage selector element) in the chicken βA   promoter．

  DISCUSSIO N

        To clarify  the  molecular mechanism regulating  differential  expression  of β-like
   globin genes，we have focused on  defining  the cis-regulatory sequences  and trans-
   acting factors required for their appropriate tissue and developmental  stage-specific
   expression．Chio and Enge1[6] identified a region of the chicken βA  promoter termed
   as  stage selector element  which was required in transient  transfection of  definitive
   erythroid cells for  both the expression of adult gene and  the suppression of a linked
   embryonic gene． Two  SSE-binding factors (β CTF and  NF -E4) were  identified；β
   CTF  bound  to  CCAAT  box  and NF-E4 bound to  a  purine-rich  sequence  located
   between the TATA  and  CCAAT  boxes [ 7]．
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         Fig  5．Localization of  cis-acting element  responsible  for  the  binding  of  protein  factors
                        The probe  (from  -113  bp  to  + 20  bp  ) was 5’-end 1abeled．Lanes 1，2 and  3  Labeled
                       fragment without  nuclear  extract．Lanes  4  and  5．Labeled  fragment  with  8  and  12
                        µg of nuclear  extracts  from mouse fetal  liver  at  d 10  of  gestation  respectively．Lanes
                       6  and 7．Labeled fragment with  10  and  20  µg  of  nuclear  extracts  from mouse  fetal
                       liver  at d  18  of  gestation  respectively. Lanes  8 and  9．Labeled  fragment with 7  and
                       14  µg of nuclear  extracts  from  mouse liver  at  24 h  after  birth respectively．Lane  10．
                        A+G  ladder．

         In  this  paper we have  used  the  mouse  system  to  study  the  human  β-globin gene
   expression  because mice  have a related  pattern  of  developmental swit ching．During
   the  embryonic  life， at  d 8  of  gestation  the  embryonic  βH1   and  ε Y2 -globin  genes
   began  to  be  expressed  in  the  yolk  sac[8-1 1]． At  d 1 1  of  gest ation,   the  fetal  liver
   became  the  major  site  of  erythropoiesis almost  up  to  birth[12，13]． The level of βH1
   expression  was  highest  at d 10 and d 1 1 and  declined  afterward，while  the  expression
   of  εY2  peaked   at  about  d  13  and  decreased  during  further  fetal  development． The
   expression of the  adult β-globin  genes (as related  to  the  human β-globin  gene) peaked
   at  about  d 18．
         The  interaction  between  cis-regulatory  sequences  and  trans -acting  factors is  im-
   portant  in  the  developmental  regulation． The  data  on  the  role  of  the  promoter  of
   human β-globin gene  in  the  developmental control of globin genes expression  have so
   far been  limited． No  stage-specific  factors  have  been  identified ． Using  gel  mobility
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   shift  assays  we  have  identified  that  there  is  an  erythroid-specific  and  stage-specific
   factor   (shift  band   C)  at   d  18  of  gestation．  Using   DNase  1  footprinting  assay,   a
   specific  footprint  (from  -66  to  -90 bp )  was also observed  at  the same  developmental
   stage． From  these  results  of  gel  mobility  shift  and   DNase  1  footprinting  assay， we
   suggested  that  a  stage-specific  cis-acting  element  (from  -66  to  -90  bp )  may  exist  in
   the  human β-globin  promoter． The  binding  of  a  protein  factor  to  this  element   may
   be responsible  for  the  expression  of  the adult-β-globin  gene．We  also  suggested  that
   the  stage -specific  regulation  of β-like  globin  gene   switching  may   be  based   on  the
   competition  between   their promoters and  enhancers  (including  distal  and  proximal
   enhancers)．Answers  to  this  hypothetical  suggestion are  currently  in  progress .
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